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Laser Solutions for Rail

Virtek is constantly reimagining 
how to make complex 
manufacturing processes simpler, 
bPUTa�P]S�\^aT�TŉRXT]c�dbX]V�[PbTa�
projections solutions.

JXacTZ�Xb�cWT�Ōabc�RW^XRT�P\^]V�cWT�
world’s top innovators when they 
are looking for technology that is 
leading the industry, reliable, easy 

to use and adopt and focused on 
b^[eX]V�cWT�b_TRXŌR�RWP[[T]VTb�cWTh�
seek to overcome.

Laser Projection & 
Inspection Systems

For over 30 years, Virtek continues 
to be the global leader in laser 
projection and inspection systems, 
helping manufacturers improve 
productivity, increase accuracy 

and optimise quality in aerospace, 
automotive and composites, heavy 
fabrication, pre-fab construction, 
sheet metal fabrication, wind and 
rail markets globally.  

Laser-Guided Assembly 
and Production

Transform manual measurements, 
marking and the use of a physical 
templates and automate with ease 

=aXb�eTaXŌRPcX^]



using laser solutions. Assembly 
Xb�cWT�Ō]P[�P]S�\^bc�RaXcXRP[�bcT_��
ensure required accuracy and 
consistent part to part quality. 

Laser solutions for rail help to 
eliminate manual processes and 
procedures, lower costs by as 
much as 60%, and reduce physical 
templates leading to even greater 
cost savings.

Digital Laser Templating

Accelerate paint masking 
applications with a digital laser 
template. Remove paper or physical 
templates and increase production 
time while accomplishing more 
tasks in the same shift.

Eliminate defects in assembly by up 
to 95% and layout tasks, get to the 
Ō]XbWTS�_a^SdRc�UPbcTa�P]S�fXcW�P�
higher quality product.

8aP\PcXRP[[h�X]RaTPbT�TŉRXT]RXTb�X]�
getting to market faster with laser 
projection solutions.
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Find out more 
information here 

www.virtekvision.com

Iris screenshot

Layout assembly

Paint Masking Solutions, 
Assembly Solutions, 
Maintenance, Repair and 
Overhaul for Rail

Virtek laser projection solutions 
can assist with rail applications 
such as paint masking, interior part 
placement, component placement, 
assembly of parts, drill holes, seat 
placement, wire-harnessing, can 

be processed with speed, ease and 
error-free.
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Engineering
Simplicity.

Flexible laser solutions for 
improved productivity

Flexible. Reliable. Mobile. 
Transform manual measurements, marking and the use of 
physical templates and automate with ease using laser solutions. 
Assembly is the final and most critical step, ensure required 
accuracy and consistent part-to-part quality. Find out how you 
can create efficiencies, reduce time to market, and dramatically 
cut costs in your existing manufacturing process. 

We tailor our solutions to your production needs. Contact us today!

+44 (0) 161 864 6490 | #timetomove | virtekvision.com

95%
Reduced Defects 

60%
Cost Savings

http://virtekvision.com

